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It is a time of fire. A small band of pioneers struggle valiantly to keep their ancestors'
dreams alive in an unforgiving, drought-stricken land. Driven by the promise of an
awesome vision, a heroic young dreamer and a fearless woman warrior unite to lead
their people to a magnificent destiny. A towering epic filled with tragedy and triumph,
courage and conflict, People of the Fire is the second compelling novel in a majestic
saga of America's first peoples. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without
Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
Indians are not symbols of a romantic past but living peoples, whose histories evolve
throughout the past and in the present. The history of American Indian tribes in
Colorado is the unfolding of lives from 12,000 B.P. through the present. Colorado has
been the scene of many and varied Indian civilizations, from the earliest nomads who
came by foot and hunted the giant wooly mammoth to the Utes, Shoshones, Cheyenne
and Arapaho who evolved an exhilarating warrior culture based on the horse and the
buffalo. Lavishly illustrated with maps, drawings, and historic photographs, People of
the Red Earth is the most complete historical guide to Colorado's Indians and a
comprehensive guidebook to archeological sites, museums, cultural centers, and other
sources of information.
Why should you buy this book for your child? Well, it contains carefully picked
information and then presents that in a way that attracts a child. The inclusion of cool
photos increase the efficiency of this book as a tool for learning. So what are you
waiting for? Encourage your child to learn about the cosmos today!
Outside of our dimensions of space and time, there are beings that live intensely. Their
world is exciting yet peaceful, and may provide a model for the future of the Earth. Anne
Givaudan, known for her out of body experiences and explorations of other worlds
gives us in this book a rare look at what life is like on other inhabited worlds. This book
takes us on her extraordinary journey to the inhabited planet of Venus and the hidden
face of the moon, where she learns firsthand about other galactic civilizations. Through
a pleasant, surprising and unusual read, we will realize there are other ways to
approach Life and Love. Reading this amazing book will open a new world of
possibilities.
The Kingfisher Young People's Book of Planet Earth is an exciting and colorful guide to
our planet. No stone is left unturned in this fascinating survey of the elements that
comprise the Earth, from its origins in space as a swirling cloud of gas and dust, to the
dynamic, living planet we know today. Adults and children alike will be thrilled by the
dramatic visuals, and the quality of information presented in each fact-packed, full-color
spread. Children will discover detailed answers to their questions, whether it's how the
world was formed, why dinosaurs became extinct, or why weather changes from one
day to the next. Sections on conservation and the environment provide a complete
picture of the interaction of life-forms on Earth, and detail the ways human beings can
attempt to preserve a habitat for all creatures. Also includes a factfile, and glossary.
One Earth profiles Black, Indigenous and People of Color who live and work as
environmental defenders. Through their individual stories, the book shows that the
intersection of environment and ethnicity is an asset to achieving environmental goals.
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The twenty short biographies introduce readers to diverse activists from all around the
world, who are of all ages and ethnicities. From saving ancient trees on the West Coast
of Canada, to protecting the Irrawaddy dolphins of India, to uncovering racial
inequalities in the food system in the United States, these environmental heroes are
celebrated by author and biologist Anuradha Rao, who outlines how they went from
being kids who cared about the environment to community leaders in their field. One
Earth is full of environmental role models waiting to be found.
The planet as seen by its inhabitants In two millenia, our knowledge of the planet and
its natural laws and forces has undergone remarkable changes--from the religious
belief of earth as the center of the universe to the modern astronomers' view that it is a
mere speck in the cosmos. Now a first-of-its-kind reference work charts this remarkable
intellectual progression in our evolving perception of the earth by surveying the history
of geology, geography, geophysics, oceanography, meteorology, space science, and
many other fields. Covers human understanding of the Earth in various times and
cultures The Encyclopedia traces our understanding of the earth and its functioning
throughout history, summarizing historical explanations of earthly occurrences,
including explanations with no scientific basis. It presents the latest facts and theories,
explains how our understanding of the earth has evolved, and shows why many
outrageous and fanciful earlier ideas were accepted in their time. The coverage
explores the physical phenomena that inform our knowledge, starting at the earth's core
and extending outward through the mantle, crust, oceans, and atmosphere to the
magnetosphere and beyond. Charts the evolution of our perceptions The primary focus
of the Encyclopedia is the history of the study of the earth. It also discusses the
institutions that advanced and shaped science and probes the interplay between
science, practical applications, and social and political forces. The result is a unified
historical overview of the earth across a wide canvas of time and place, from antiquity
to the space age. Its wide-ranging articles summarize subjects as diverse as geography
and imperialism, environmentalism, computers and meteorology, ozone formation
theories since 1800, scientific rocketry, the Scopes trial, and much more. Special
Features Shows how diverse disciplines, from geology to space science, fit together in
a coherent view of the earth * Explains earlier ideas and theories in the context of the
beliefs and scientific knowledge of their time * Spotlights important institutions that have
shaped the history of science * Explores relationships between science, practical
applications, and sociopolitical concerns * Provides a subject index and an index of
scientists with birth/death dates
Understand major developments of human prehistory People of the Earth: An
Introduction to World Prehistory 14/e, provides an exciting journey though the 7-millionyear-old panorama of humankind's past. This internationally renowned text provides the
only truly global account of human prehistory from the earliest times through the earliest
civilizations. Written in an accessible way for beginning students, People of the Earth
shows how today's diverse humanity developed biologically and culturally over millions
of years against a background of constant climatic change.
People of the EarthAn Introduction to World PrehistoryRoutledge
Examines the problem of the unprecedented rise in the world's population, showing
how overpopulation will force future generations to make difficult choices among the
competing values of economic development, environmental quality, and procreative
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freedom
Long ago the people of Dahomey told a tale of the days when the world was new, and
the only Earth people were animals. They lived in cold and darkness because Mawu,
the selfish Moon god, kept all the fire to herself. At last, little Chameleon and slow
Tortoise, working together, found a way to outwit Mawu.
Only 35,000 humans remain... ...and the aliens hunt them for sport. Who will lead the
uprising? In the year A.D. 3000, Earth is a dystopian wasteland. The great cities stand
crumbling as a brutal reminder of what we once were. When the Psychlos invaded, all
the world’s armies mustered little resistance against the advanced alien weapons.
Now, the man animals serve one purpose. Do the Psychlos’ bidding or face extinction.
One man, Jonnie Goodboy Tyler, has a plan. They must learn about the Psychlos and
their weapons. He needs the other humans to follow him. And that may not be enough.
Can he outwit his Psychlo captor, Terl? What is their weakness? The fate of the Galaxy
lies on the Battlefield of Earth. This is one of the finest examples of science fiction ever
written, with nuance, sub-plots, and action all the way through. A masterpiece at over
1,000 pages. You’ll love this epic New York Times bestseller by L. Ron Hubbard,
because his vision of science fiction was ahead of its time. Get it now. “Pulse-pounding
mile-a-minute sci-fi action-adventure that does not stop. It is a masterpiece of popular
adventure science fiction.” —Brandon Sanderson “Battlefield Earth is like a 12-hour
‘Indiana Jones’ marathon. Non-stop and fast-paced. Every chapter has a big bang-up
adventure.” —Kevin J. Anderson (co-author of the Dune Sagas) “Over 1,000 pages of
thrills, spills, vicious aliens and noble humans. I found Battlefield Earth un-putdownable.” —Neil Gaiman
The classic story of a Norwegian pioneer family's struggles with the land and the
elements of the Dakota Territory as they try to make a new life in America.
To commemorate the thirty-fifth anniversary of Pentagram Design, the partners of this
illustrious firm present a series of signature annual documents, from 1975 to the
present, that explore a unique topic of interest to the Pentagram designers, from
Australian mailboxes to the pop architecture of Wildwood, NJ.
When faced with climate change, the biggest threat that our planet has ever confronted,
it's easy to feel as if nothing you do can really make a difference . . . but this book
proves that individual people can change the world. With twenty inspirational stories
celebrating the pioneering work of a selection of Earth Heroes from all around the
globe, from Greta Thunberg and David Attenborough to Yin Yuzhen and Isatou Ceesay,
each tale is a beacon of hope in the fight for the future of our planet, proving that one
person, no matter how small, can make a difference. Featuring Amelia Telford, Andrew
Turton and Pete Ceglinski, Bittu Sahgal, Chewang Norphel, David Attenborough, Doug
Smith, Ellen MacArthur, Greta Thunberg, Isabel Soares, Isatou Ceesay, Marina Silva,
Melati and Isabel Wijsen, Mohammed Rezwan, Renée King-Sonnen, Rok Rozman,
Sheila Watt-Cloutier, Stella McCartney, William Kamkwamba, Yin Yuzhen and Yvon
Chouinard. Featuring illustrations by Jackie Lay.
In the creation of Earth's Elders, Jerry Friedman met, interviewed and photographed
some of the world's oldest elders – 110 years old or older (supercentenarians, as
researchers call them). Jerry Friedman, photographer, author and founder of Earth's
Elders, spent four years on a landmark project to introduce the world to the sixty oldest
people on earth. Using his lens to capture a community that has never before been
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documented, the award-winning photographer has shed new light on the "invisible"
world of people 110 years and older. With each visit on his globetrotting journey to
capture the lives of these "super centenarians," Friedman gained a deeper
understanding of what the elderly in every culture have to offer. Inspired by the
opportunity to improve the quality of life of the elderly, to teach children to recognize the
wisdom and value of the elderly as essential parts of our society, and to improve the
health of our communities through intergenerational tolerance and communication,
Friedman created Earth’s Elders.
Understand major developments of human prehistory People of the Earth: An
Introduction to World Prehistory 14/e, provides an exciting journey though the 7-millionyear-old panorama of humankind's past. Giving equal treatment to both well-trodden
and more obscure parts of the world, People of the Earth shows how today's diverse
humanity developed biologically and culturally over millions of years against a
background of constant climatic change. MySearchLab is a part of the Fagan/Durrani
program. Research and writing tools help students master basic writing skills. With
MySearchLab, students can access academic journals and census data and receive aid
throughout the writing process. This title is available in a variety of formats -- digital and
print. Pearson offers its titles on the devices students love through Pearson's MyLab
products, CourseSmart, Amazon, and more. To learn more about our programs, pricing
options and customization, click the Choices tab. 0205968023 / 9780205968022
People of the Earth: An Introduction to World Prehistory Plus MySearchLab with
Pearson eText -- Access Card Package Package consists of: 0205239927 /
9780205239924 MySearchLab with Pearson eText -- Valuepack Access Card
0205966551 / 9780205966554 People of the Earth: An Introduction to World Prehistory
#1 New York Times Bestseller Oprah's Book Club Selection The “extraordinary . . .
monumental masterpiece” (Booklist) that changed the course of Ken Follett’s already
phenomenal career—and begins where its prequel, The Evening and the Morning,
ended. “Follett risks all and comes out a clear winner,” extolled Publishers Weekly on
the release of The Pillars of the Earth. A departure for the bestselling thriller writer, the
historical epic stunned readers and critics alike with its ambitious scope and gripping
humanity. Today, it stands as a testament to Follett’s unassailable command of the
written word and to his universal appeal. The Pillars of the Earth tells the story of Philip,
prior of Kingsbridge, a devout and resourceful monk driven to build the greatest Gothic
cathedral the world has known . . . of Tom, the mason who becomes his architect—a
man divided in his soul . . . of the beautiful, elusive Lady Aliena, haunted by a secret
shame . . . and of a struggle between good and evil that will turn church against state
and brother against brother. A spellbinding epic tale of ambition, anarchy, and absolute
power set against the sprawling medieval canvas of twelfth-century England, this is Ken
Follett’s historical masterpiece.
Human activity has irreversibly changed the natural environment. But the news isn't all
bad. It's accepted wisdom today that human beings have permanently damaged the
natural world, causing extinction, deforestation, pollution, and of course climate change.
But in Inheritors of the Earth, biologist Chris Thomas shows that this obscures a more
hopeful truth -- we're also helping nature grow and change. Human cities and mass
agriculture have created new places for enterprising animals and plants to live, and our
activities have stimulated evolutionary change in virtually every population of living
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species. Most remarkably, Thomas shows, humans may well have raised the rate at
which new species are formed to the highest level in the history of our planet. Drawing
on the success stories of diverse species, from the ochre-colored comma butterfly to
the New Zealand pukeko, Thomas overturns the accepted story of declining biodiversity
on Earth. In so doing, he questions why we resist new forms of life, and why we see
ourselves as unnatural. Ultimately, he suggests that if life on Earth can recover from the
asteroid that killed off the dinosaurs, it can survive the onslaughts of the technological
age. This eye-opening book is a profound reexamination of the relationship between
humanity and the natural world.
This book takes us on her extraordinary journey to the inhabited planet of Venus and
the hidden face of the moon, where the author learns firsthand about other galactic
civilizations.
"Presents the genre from a holistic perspective, arguing that this subgenre of fantasy
literature is misunderstood as result of decades of incomplete and reductionist literary
studies. Asserts mythopoeic fantasy is the most complete literary expression of a
worldview based on the existence of supernatural powers and could transform social
consciousness with renewed emphasis on anticipating the future"--Provided by
publisher.
The first Black winner of the Nobel Prize in Literature gives us a tour de force, his first
novel in nearly half a century: a savagely satiric, gleefully irreverent, rollicking fictional
meditation on how power and greed can corrupt the soul of a nation. In an imaginary
Nigeria, a cunning entrepreneur is selling body parts stolen from Dr. Menka's hospital
for use in ritualistic practices. Dr. Menka shares the grisly news with his oldest college
friend, bon viveur, star engineer, and Yoruba royal, Duyole Pitan-Payne. The life of
every party, Duyole is about to assume a prestigious post at the United Nations in New
York, but it now seems that someone is determined that he not make it there. And
neither Dr. Menka nor Duyole knows why, or how close the enemy is, or how powerful.
Chronicles from the Land of the Happiest People on Earth is at once a literary hoot, a
crafty whodunit, and a scathing indictment of political and social corruption. It is a
stirring call to arms against the abuse of power from one of our fiercest political
activists, who also happens to be a global literary giant.
Join fifty inspiring and extraordinary environmental crusaders working to save our
planet and see how you can make a difference just like them. Kids across the globe will
be moved by the passion of these amazing eco-warriors who have dedicated their lives
to making our world a better place. Alongside dynamic illustrations and entertaining
biographical information, you'll find practical tips that anyone can do to help save the
earth. Every one of us can make a difference, and, together as an Earth Squad, we can
change the world. Will Allen * Anohni * Yann Arthus-Bertrand * Inka Saara Arttijeff *
David Attenborough * Precious Brady-Davis * Erin Brockovich * Vicki Buck * Rachel
Carson * Yvon Chouinard * Opha Pauline Dube * Lamya Essemlali * Christiana
Figueres * Eileen Fisher * Eunice Newton Foote * Wan Gang * Al Gore * James
Hansen * Vanessa Hauc * Hilda Heine * Chai Jing * Alexandra Koroleva * Winona
LaDuke * Dr. Phil Landrigan * Annie Leonard * Wangari Maathai * Xiuhtezcatl Martinez
* Gina McCarthy * William McDonough * Bill McKibben * Angela Merkel * Charles
Moore * Margaret "Mardy" Murie * Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez * Gabriel Orozco * Carlo
Petrini * Mark Ruffalo * Pete Seeger * Peggy Shepard * Vandana Shiva * Marina Silva *
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Sandra Steingraber * David Suzuki * Greta Thunberg * Sarah Toumi * The Trimates *
Alexandria Villaseñor * Alice Waters * Charles Windsor * Ken Yeang
The Pagan tradition celebrates the physical nature of life on earth, blending science
with spiritual folklore. Seasonal festivals are combined with the rediscovery of shamanic
techniques and an emphasis on grounded empiricism. Considering the everyday world
of food, health, sex, work, and leisure to be sacred, Pagans oppose that which
threatens life such as deforestation, overdevelopment, nuclear power and invoke
ancient deities in this struggle for the well-being of the earth and its inhabitants.
Contemporary Paganism presents a broad-based introduction to the main trends of
contemporary Paganism, revealing the origins and practical aspects of Druidry,
Witchcraft, Heathenism, Goddess Spirituality and Magic, Shamanism, and Geomancy
among others. Making use of both traditional history and the movement's more
imaginative sources, Harvey reveals how Paganism and its central focus on individual
and social life is evolving and how this new religion perceives and relates to more
traditional ones.
A People’s Curriculum for the Earth is a collection of articles, role plays, simulations, stories,
poems, and graphics to help breathe life into teaching about the environmental crisis. The book
features some of the best articles from Rethinking Schools magazine alongside classroomfriendly readings on climate change, energy, water, food, and pollution—as well as on people
who are working to make things better. A People’s Curriculum for the Earth has the breadth
and depth ofRethinking Globalization: Teaching for Justice in an Unjust World, one of the most
popular books we’ve published. At a time when it’s becoming increasingly obvious that life on
Earth is at risk, here is a resource that helps students see what’s wrong and imagine
solutions. Praise for A People's Curriculum for the Earth "To really confront the climate crisis,
we need to think differently, build differently, and teach differently. A People’s Curriculum for
the Earth is an educator’s toolkit for our times." — Naomi Klein, author of The Shock Doctrine
and This Changes Everything: Capitalism vs. the Climate "This volume is a marvelous example
of justice in ALL facets of our lives—civil, social, educational, economic, and yes,
environmental. Bravo to the Rethinking Schools team for pulling this collection together and
making us think more holistically about what we mean when we talk about justice." — Gloria
Ladson-Billings, Kellner Family Chair in Urban Education, University of Wisconsin-Madison
"Bigelow and Swinehart have created a critical resource for today’s young people about
humanity’s responsibility for the Earth. This book can engender the shift in perspective so
needed at this point on the clock of the universe." — Gregory Smith, Professor of Education,
Lewis & Clark College, co-author with David Sobel of Place- and Community-based Education
in Schools
God is calling us to live differently. The challenges we face are imminent. GreenFaith provides
vision, inspiration, and practical tools to help you build your faith while inhabiting a creation that
is at risk. With honesty and candor, Fletcher Harper shows that it takes belief and practice,
science and faith to sustain us and our planet. The book gives concrete examples and tips that
will help people of faith and worshiping communities engage in Earth care—in bold, life-giving
ways. Each chapter has questions to guide personal study and group conversation. All bets
are off if we go over the climate change cliff—a disaster greater than many Hurricane Sandys.
There is no doubt that climate change is happening. While debated for years and despite some
media reports to the contrary, the majority of people are ready to take action to avoid calamity.
But what action is advisable or even possible? What can ordinary people do in the face of such
staggering problems? Can or should faith communities play a part? Fletcher Harper shows
how we can make a difference and make Earth a better world for all of us.
Beneath dense gray clouds through which no sun shone lay a forgotten planet. It was a
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nightmare world of grotesque and terrifying animal-plant life. Gigantic beetles, spiders, bugs
and ants filled the putrid, musty earth - ready to kill and devour anything in sight. There were
men amidst this horror - men who cringed and ran from the ravening monsters and huddled in
the mushroom forests at night. Burl was one of these creatures. But one day inspiration hit
Burl. He would find a weapon - he would fight back. And with this idea the first step was taken
in man's most desperate flight for freedom in this most horrible of all worlds. But it was only a
first step.
New York Times and USA Today bestselling authors and award-winning archaeologists W.
Michael Gear and Kathleen O'Neal Gear bring the stories of these first North Americans to life
in this and other volumes in the magnicent North America's Forgotten Past series. Set five
thousand years ago and ranging through what is now Montana, Wyoming, northern Colorado,
and Utah, People of the Earth follows the migration of the Uto-Aztecan people south out of
Canada. It is the unforgettable tale of a woman torn between two peoples and two dreams, of
the two men who love her and the third who must have her, and of the vision given to the
peoples long ago by the spirit of the wolf. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold
without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
This popular introductory textbook provides an overview of more than 3 million years of human
prehistory. Written in an accessible and jargon-free style, this engaging volume tells the story
of humanity from our beginnings in tropical Africa up to the advent of the world’s first urban
civilizations. A truly global account, World Prehistory surveys the latest advances in the study
of human origins and describes the great diaspora of modern humans in the millennia which
followed as they settled Europe, Asia and the Americas. Later chapters consider seminal
milestones in prehistory: the origins of food production, the colonization of the offshore Pacific
and the development of the first more complex human societies based, for the most part, on
agriculture and stock raising. Finally, Fagan and Durrani examine the prevailing theories
regarding early state-organized societies and the often flamboyant, usually volatile, preindustrial civilizations which developed in the Old World and the Americas. Fully updated to
reflect new research, controversies, and theoretical debates, this unique book continues to be
an ideal resource for the beginner first approaching archaeology. Drawing on the experience of
two established writers in the field, World Prehistory is a respected classic which acquaints
students with the fascinations of human prehistory.
Between the years 2030 and 2050, a quarter of a million people per year will lose their lives to
climate change. Blazing temperatures and catastrophic weather are well-known climate
change effects, but these simply do not compare with health-related effects: the transmission
of water-borne and vector-borne disease. Arjun Marwaha, a high schooler with a passion for
STEM, has committed himself to foster awareness for climate change among the youth of
today. In Our Changing Earth, he delves into how our planet will be altered in response to
climate change, and why this is relevant particularly to young people. Looking forward, Arjun
hopes to promote awareness among all humans for the greatest threat to humanity in the 21st
century and beyond: climate change.
#1 New York Times bestseller A TIME Magazine Best Book of the Year A NPR Best Book of
2017 A Boston Globe Best Book of 2017 "Moments of human intimacy jostle with scenes that
inspire cosmic awe, and the broad diversity of Jeffers's candy-colored humans...underscores
the twin messages that 'You're never alone on Earth' and that we're all in this
together."--Publisher's Weekly (starred review) "A true work of art."--BuzzFeed Oliver Jeffers,
arguably the most influential creator of picture books today, offers a rare personal look inside
his own hopes and wishes for his child--and in doing so gifts children and parents everywhere
with a gently sweet and humorous missive about our world and those who call it home.
Insightfully sweet, with a gentle humor and poignancy, here is Oliver Jeffers' user's guide to life
on Earth. He created it specially for his son, yet with a universality that embraces all children
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and their parents. Be it a complex view of our planet's terrain (bumpy, sharp, wet), a deep look
at our place in space (it’s big), or a guide to all of humanity (don’t be fooled, we are all
people), Oliver's signature wit and humor combine with a value system of kindness and
tolerance to create a must-have book for parents. Praise for Here We Are: -"A sweet and
tender distillation of what every Earthling needs to know and might well spend a lifetime
striving to achieve. A must-purchase for new parent shelves"--School Library Journal -"From
the skies to the animal kingdom to the people of the world and lots of other beautifully rendered
examples of life on Earth, Here We Are carries a simple message: Be kind." --NPR -"[An]
enchanting gem of a children's book"--NBC's Today Show -"A must-have book for
parents."--Gambit -"A celebration of people all shapes and sizes, and of the beauty and
mystery of our Earth."--Booklist -"...a beautifully illustrated guide to living on Earth and being a
good person."--Brightly -[Here We Are] is a tour through the land, the sea, the sky, our bodies;
dioramas of our wild diversity....[Jeffers] is the master of capturing the joy in our
differences."--New York Times Book Review
A man chases after a mysterious metal object that may not even exist — and his journey leads
him on to ever-greater levels of madness, dissociation, and metaphysical conundrums. After
ten years in a Zen monastery, Proteus knows it's time to leave. A troubled, solitary man, he
knows what he seeks is not to be found sitting in meditation. His problem is that, during his
time at the monastery, he's discovered something strange inside his mind: the ability to
connect with a mysterious, silent, metallic spherical object he calls Mosquito. His connection to
this possibly extraterrestrial object, which seems to dwell on an existential plane of its own,
gives Proteus a flimsy sense of purpose. So when Mosquito abruptly disappears one day,
Proteus can't bear the loss, and he sets off in pursuit of answers. Thus starts a surreal,
philosophically maddening quest for meaning. Chasing the elusive Mosquito leads Proteus to
in-between worlds where things do not quite hold together, and where the living and the dead
must learn to live in and out of the boundaries of time. The further he gets from sanity, the
closer he comes to something that may turn out to be wisdom. Playful but unapologetically
challenging, New People of the Flat Earth is a breathtakingly original novel that defies
categorisation or summary.
Explores the basics of man's interaction with Earth
You've heard it before: A healthful diet rich in plant-based foods can prolong your life. But how
much could you really extend your time? The Adventist enclave in Loma Linda, California, is
America's only "Blue Zone" one of five regions on Earth where people live measurably
longer—about 10 years more— than average, as identified by National Geographic–funded
research. This Blue Zone status is thanks largely to the foods Loma Linda residents and
Adventists choose eat—and the foods they choose not to eat. Loma Linda was established in
1905 by the Adventist founder and prophet Ellen G. White. Her great-great-grandson, John
Howard Weeks, still lives there. He knows firsthand what it's like to fall into the rut of unhealthy
habits—and to relearn how to live and eat in a healthy way. Through the teachings of his family,
Weeks was able to conquer his temptations and embrace a healthy way of living. He'll show
you how to do the same, no matter what your personal battle looks like. In The Healthiest
People on Earth, Weeks shares the secrets of how anyone, anywhere, can create a "Blue
Zone" of their own and live a longer, healthier life. A lively read full of exclusive family stories,
gainful tips and tricks, happy home remedies, and plant-based recipes, this book will be your
first step on the journey to a longer, healthier, more fulfilling life. This is not a book about
religion—it is about health and happiness. It is possible to be healthy in body, mind, and spirit.
Start by eating like the healthiest people on Earth.
A companion title to Earth from Above for Young Readers looks at the long-term
consequences of human interference in the natural world and the personal stories of people
around the world "going green" to do what they can to help the planet.
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Discusses how people discovered the shape of the earth, with illustrations, maps and
diagrams.
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